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ABSTRACT— The article mentions the application direction of the OPC UA Server, real-time messaging 

API, virtual physical model to build a SCADA 4.0 network, different from the early SCADA systems. The 

new SCADA system has an intuitive interface design, bringing the physical model into the system to fully 

simulate the physical properties, the alerts are transmitted directly to the user's social network account, not 

simply via the alarm. SMS or local. Therefore, we can simulate almost realistically the operation of the device 

or object to be controlled. This makes it simple and easy for the authors to run the water level control model 

in the wastewater plant, rather than directly implementing the plant from the beginning, which helps reduce 

cost, time to deploy and control the system more securely. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

About 12 years ago, the concept of OPC might have been very unfamiliar to most engineers in the industrial 

automation industry. Sometime later OPC was considered as the last solution to connect SCADA with PLC 

when on SCADA software of the company there was no driver to connect to independent PLC. 

 

Today, SCADA is cloud-based (Cloud-based SCADA) and all data collection, calculations, events, alarms, 

control, history storage, and data analysis are done by servers running on Cloud. These servers will connect 

directly to PLCs located in factories around the world. Systems and terminals are clients and applications 

whose purpose is to display, provide a control interface, a management interface, and a data extraction 

interface (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. SCADA-Cloud system design diagram 

 

In general, OPC UA has the following advantages: 

• OPC UA Server and Client can be programmed and run on many different operating systems. 

• OPC UA Server and Client can be run on field devices such as sensors and actuators. Thus, data from 

sensors and actuators can be sent directly to the Cloud. 

In addition, research to bring the system's data to the Cloud (OPC UA Server). Thereby developing web-based 

applications to monitor and control the system anywhere through internet-connected devices. The application 

of the topic is integrated with Zalo social network (a social network in Vietnam with messaging and 

multimedia transfer functions) to help drivers receive warnings in time, more convenient in receiving system 

data report files system. This is a new direction in traditional network models that cannot be achieved. The 

specific object selected to deploy new techniques is a water tank model consisting of one physical water tank 

and two virtual tanks on simulation software. 

 

2. Building a modern virtual and communication system 

 

1. Overview diagram of this entire system. 
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Figure 2. System overview diagram 

 

- Modeling and simulation 

The application of virtual modeling technology brings many advantages: 

• Testing does not affect the real system. Limit physical damage and system productivity. 

• Conveniently perform testing and testing without spending as much time as applying directly on the 

physical model. 

• Convenient in detecting potential errors. 

With the virtual model similar to the real model, once the algorithms and new technologies have been 

completed, they can be applied to the real system with reduced risks. 

 

When applying algorithms and new technologies to real models, only a few necessary parameters need to be 

edited and operated. 
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In system simulation, it is necessary to combine a real implementation part with a virtual model. Therefore, 

the simulation model does not stop at the virtual model, but it is necessary to be able to combine the virtual 

model with the real component of the system. 

 

To be able to build a successful virtual model, it is necessary to perform the following steps: collect data about 

the object, build a transfer function of the stages of object characterization on simulation software, test the 

model., which connects the virtual model to the controller and other components. To construct the transfer 

function, describe the physical process. 

 

2) Communication to Cloud 

a) Node-RED and Zalo API 

Node-RED is a flow-based programming tool [8]. This is a way of describing application behavior as a 

network of black boxes, or “nodes” in Node-RED. Each node will have its function, will have data input, the 

nodes process data and output results. The nodes are linked together into a network, the network will be 

responsible for the data flow between the nodes. That way the problem is broken down into discrete steps so 

that programmers or even those new to Node-RED can look at a data stream and understand what it is doing 

without having to understand separate lines of code. odd in each node. 

 

Node-RED is a drag-and-drop programming tool for connecting hardware devices, APIs, and online services. 

With the strengths that Node-RED brings, this is a very suitable tool for the needs of creating applications that 

both monitor and control the system remotely and integrate the Zalo social network into the system, suitable 

for the purpose. topic title. Node- RED dashboard, a library on Node-RED, is used to create an interface that 

helps users easily manipulate the application when performing desired tasks. 

 

PLC

Gateway IOT2050

Node-RED
OPC UA 
Server

S7

 Connection

OPC UA

 
Figure 3. Diagram of data exchange between PLC, IOT2050, and OPC UA Server 

b) Zalo API 

 

Zalo is a familiar application used by many Vietnamese people to text and call for free on mobile and computer 

platforms [10]. The Official Account API provides a way for applications to access data on the Zalo platform. 

Through the HTTP protocol, the application can interact with interested people on behalf of the Zalo Official 

Account (Figure 4). Applications built with Node-RED will call the Official Account API command through 

HTTP request nodes to send messages to the user, specifical warnings from the system or system data report 

files. With the number of Vietnamese people using Zalo today as well as the convenience of Zalo in 

sending/receiving messages, the integration of the Zalo social network into the system monitoring and control 

application helps users to keep up to date. Instantly receive alerts wherever you are or easily manage the 

system through incoming reports. 
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Figure 4. How the Official Account API system works 

 

c) Monitoring and controlling the water tank system 

 

 
Figure 5. OPC UA connection and control interface 

 

To be able to build objects with SIMIT, you need to use the Macros creation function. Macros contain 

simulation objects that are used multiple times, reducing manual copying and pasting, and managing 

simulation object more efficiently. Specifically, the topic uses Macros to create objects: MotorDrive, Motor, 

and Tank. Because within the scope of the topic, there are two virtual sink systems, so using Marcos will make 

it more convenient to deploy. 

 

Macros MotorDrive contains function blocks that describe the motor drive's characteristics (Figure 6). This 

macro has the main function DriveP1 as mentioned. These macros have the main task of describing the 

characteristics of an inverter and also have the function of starting the simulation error. These macros receive 

set frequency from PLC and output frequency response. The Drive output frequency will be transmitted to the 

engine Macros. 
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Figure 6. Macros MotorDrive 

 

Table 1. Parameters of Macros MotorDrive 

No. Parameter Location Details 

1 SetDriveRun Input The trigger variable for the Drive to work. Drive 

only works when this variable maintains the value 

one. 

2 FrequencyIn Input Frequency you want to set for the motor. 

3 FrequencyRef Input Reference frequency. 

4 SimulationFault Input Enable error simulation mode. 

5 Status Output Drive's operating status variable. 

6 FrequencyOut Output Drive frequency response. 

7 Fault Output Drive error variable. 
 

Macros Motor contains the descriptive transfer function of the motor. This macros will receive the frequency 

signal from the Drive and then through the motor drive function to get the motor speed. 

 

 
Figure 7. Macros Motor 

 

For this Macros, there will be two input parameters, FrequencyIn and FrequencyRef. FrequencyIn is used to 

transmit frequencies from the Drive. FrequencyRef is used to put the reference frequency in, the reference 

frequency within the topic is 50Hz. The output parameter Speed is the response speed value of the motor 

corresponding to the received frequency. 

 

The most important macros are the Macros Tank (Figure 8). These macros contain mathematical equations 

that characterize the basin system. The mathematical equation describes the dependence of the water column 

height on the engine speed: 

 

Differential equation: 
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 (3.b) 

J Jx A x B u  (3.c) 

ℎ(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑎. ℎ(𝑘) + 𝑏. √ℎ(𝑘) + 𝑐. 𝑢(𝑘) (4) 

 

Including: 

h(k+1): current water level height.  

h(k): previous height of water level. 

u(k): previous engine speed value. 

 

The coefficients a, b, c are determined through the identification of the system. In the scope of the paper, 

system identification is not performed and the coefficients are obtained by inheriting the results. 
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Figure 8. Macros Tank 

 

After obtaining the coefficients of the descriptive equation, proceed to design the water tank model using the 

functional blocks contained in SIMIT. Macros Tank includes two parameters: SpeedMotor and Level. The 

SpeedMotor input parameter is the speed of the motor in rpm (RPM). The output parameter Level is the height 

of the water level in cm. After obtaining the above three separate Macros, it is necessary to design a complete 

system in the Chart section of SIMIT. 

 

 
Figure 9. Simulation of the complete water tank system 
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Figure 10. Simulink 3 simulated water tank system 

 

d) With the built system, we can also include Simulink to conduct simulations in continuous form from 

differential equation (1) or we can simulate discrete mode (4). Here we test on both models. 

e) The complete water tank system includes all three Macros Drive, Motor, and Tank (Figure 9). Besides, 

there must be signals that play the role of data exchange between SIMIT and virtual PLC. The above signals 

are obtained by Coupling the signal presented in the following section. The reference frequencies in the 

simulation system are all set to 50Hz. Drive will receive the control signal, and set frequency analog signal 

from PLC. Signals control the fault simulation right on SIMIT. Drive transmits operation and fault status 

signals to the PLC. At the same time, the Drive output frequency is transmitted to the motor. The output speed 

of the motor is transmitted to the water tank object and transmitted to the PLC. The output water level of the 

water tank object is transmitted to the PLC. Besides, for convenient viewing in SIMIT's Chart, Digital 

Displays are set to display process values. 

 

f) Some results 

 
Figure 11. Control interface, display SCADA 

 

 
Figure 12. Result of tracking control of water tank model in item c 
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Figure 13. Warning display 

 

 
Figure 14. Report display screen 
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Figure 15. Putting wastewater plants into practice 

 

3. Conclusion 

The research team successfully built a physical water tank model and a virtual water tank system in simulation 

software. In the virtual physical model, which has all the same physical properties as the actual model, it is a 

new point in the SCADA control array. The program can exchange data between the physical and virtual 

PLCs and works well and stably. OPC UA connection algorithm with security certificate works fine. A web-

based application that monitors and controls the system anywhere with an internet connection. Implement 

Zalo API to implement real-time messaging functions, making the SCADA system more powerful and user-

friendly. The controller can run directly on a virtual model with full features like a real physical model, making 

it easier to apply the controller to the wastewater plant. 
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